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Synchronized Blitz: A Lower Bound on the Forwarding Rate of Fully Meshed Traffic in Packet Switches Carmi Arad, Tal Mizrahi, Yaron Zimerman Marvell, Israel. [email protected], [email protected], [email protected].



Abstract—The precision of clock oscillators used in packetbased network devices is typically low. Thus, multiple nodes in a packet network, driven by different oscillators may transmit at slightly different port speeds, which may result in significant performance issues. In this paper, we show some of the performance issues that may be caused by clock wander. We use the well known benchmark of fully meshed traffic [RFC 2285] as a test case for analyzing the effect of clock tolerance on the performance of a switching device in a packet based network. We present a framework for analyzing the properties of clock synchronization and its effect on the forwarding rate of a switch. We then present the Synchronized Blitz, an all-to-one scenario where at any given time all incoming traffic into the switch is transmitted to a single port, and show that this scenario consumes more memory resources than any other scenario in our setting. Finally, we present a heuristic formula for a lower bound on the forwarding rate of a switch undergoing a mesh test. The lower bound computation is simple, and provides a useful tool for obtaining intuition about the performance of a device under a mesh test. We conclude by presenting simulation results that demonstrate the previous analysis. Index Terms—clock tolerance, frequency synchronization, full mesh test, networking, performance, simulation, switch.



T



that frequency synchronization affects the performance of all traffic in a packet based network, in which traffic is not necessarily time-sensitive. We analyze this problem by using the well known benchmark of fully meshed traffic as a test case. The full-mesh test is one of the most commonly used benchmarks for packet switch performance. In our analysis, we shall analyze a switching device employing the well known Output-Queueing architecture (e.g. [1], [2]), and a centralized shared memory (e.g. [3]). The full mesh test, defined in [6], is a benchmark where equal sized packets are continuously transmitted by a tester to each port of the Device Under Test (DUT). At first, a packet received through port i of the switch is transmitted through port i+1. The next packet received through i is transmitted through i+2, and so on. As the test is initiated, no packet losses occur at first, since in the setting we described, at any given time each port has a single packet waiting for transmission, and thus there is no congestion on any of the queues. However, if different ports in the tester transmit at slightly different transmission rates, after running the mesh test for a sufficient period, packet loss starts to occur. The following example provides some intuition for the occurrence of packet loss in this case.



I. INTRODUCTION



he tolerance of commercial clock oscillators used in networking devices allows a slightly different frequency for each oscillator. For example, the IEEE 802.3 specification [9] defines the Ethernet clock tolerance as ±100 pulses per million (ppm). Thus, various nodes in a network, driven by different clocks, may transmit at slightly different port speeds. As previously discussed in [7], this behavior may lead to performance issues in packet based networks such as Ethernet. While frequency synchronization is well defined in TDM based protocols such as the Synchronous Digital Hierarchy, packet based networks are typically asynchronous. Frequency synchronization has been vastly discussed and analyzed with regard to the transport of TDM based protocols over packet based networks (e.g. [4], [5]). Synchronous Ethernet [8] defines a method for an Ethernet network to maintain a synchronized clock frequency in order to allow transport of TDM services. The IEEE Audio and Video Bridging Task Group [10] also addresses time sensitive services over packet based networks. In this paper we show
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Figure 1. Illustration of the Synchronized Blitz: (a) When the test starts, packet from port i is transmitted to port i+1. (b) After 1/Δ seconds, all ports transmit simultaneously to the same destination.



Consider a simple configuration with a single DUT and a tester. Both the DUT and the tester have N ports, transmitting and receiving bidirectional traffic at a rate R. The tester continuously transmits traffic to the DUT at a rate R through each of its ports. At the beginning of the mesh test, a packet



2 that is received through port i is transmitted through port (i+1)%N 1, the next packet through port (i+2)%N, and so on. Now assume that each of the ports in the tester transmit at a slightly different port rate. Specifically, assume that traffic is received through port 0 at a rate R packets per second, through port 1 at a rate R-Δ, through port 2 at R-2·Δ, and so on. After the test is run for a duration of 1/Δ seconds, we have that R/Δ packets we transmitted from port 0 of the tester, R/Δ1 packets through port 1, R/Δ-2 packets through port 2, and so on. Thus, at this time the next packet received through port 0 is destined to port (1+ R/Δ)%N, the next packet from port 1 is destined to port (2+ R/Δ-1)%N, and so on. Thus, the incoming traffic through all ports is destined to the same port, (1+ R/Δ)%N. This all-to-one scenario (see Figure 1. ), where all incoming traffic is destined to a single port is called the Synchronized Blitz (SB for short). It is a trivial observation that the Synchronized Blitz creates congestion on the queues of the DUT, utilizing memory resources in the DUT. We shall show that the Synchronized Blitz consumes more memory resources than any other state in our system. We note that the results throughout the paper are presented without proof. The main contributions of this paper are: •



•



We present a model for analyzing the affect of frequency synchronization on the performance of a networking switch in a full mesh test. We show that the state of the queues in a device under test in our setting continuously changes, causing the frame forwarding rate and the memory utilization to continuously change throughout the test. We also show that this state can be characterized by a property we call the port offset. Based on the characterization of the SB scenario, we present a lower bound on the forwarding rate of a device in a full mesh test. The forwarding rate lower bound FQ, is a function of the memory size M, and the number of ports in the device, N (see Equation 1).2 Interestingly, the forwarding rate in a mesh test is not a function of other parameters such as the port speed. This simple lower bound computation provides a useful tool that gives a good intuition about the performance of a DUT. FQ =



−1+ 1+ 8⋅M 2⋅N



(1)



II. MODEL ASSUMPTIONS AND TERMINOLOGY A. The Full Mesh Test In this section we present the framework and terminology we shall use in our analysis. Our terminology is based on the one defined in [6], with some adjustments to the model we present.
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The notation (i+1)%N is short for (i+1) mod N. In our context, the forwarding rate is the percentage of packets sent by the tester that are actually forwarded by the DUT, and the memory size is the number of packets that can be stored in its internal memory. 2



The system we analyze consists of a switching device, also known as a Device Under Test, denoted DUT for short, and a traffic generator, also known as a tester. The DUT has N identical bidirectional ports, each transmitting and receiving at a rate R. We shall analyze a DUT employing the well known Output-Queueing architecture, where every incoming packet is immediately placed in a queue that is dedicated to its outgoing port. Our DUT uses a centralized shared memory for storing all incoming packets. An incoming packet that exceeds the memory capacity is simply tail-dropped. The tester in our setting is similar to the one described in [6], i.e., N bidirectional ports continuously transmit unicast traffic to the interfaces of the DUT at a rate R. Traffic that is successfully forwarded by the DUT is sent back to the tester, allowing the tester to analyze the frame loss rate. A packet is generated and transmitted from port i of the tester to the corresponding port i of the DUT, and is then forwarded to port j of the DUT, and transmitted to port j of the tester. We will slightly abuse the standard terminology, and say that in this case ‘port i transmits to port j’. For ease of presentation, our analysis refers to a discrete timeline, where communication proceeds in a sequence of time slots. We define a slot as the transmission time of a single packet at the port speed, R.3 We implicitly assume a fixed packet length in our system. We analyze the system under fully meshed unicast traffic. The mesh test we analyze is defined as follows. In the first time slot, every port, i, transmits a single packet to port (i+1)%N. In the second slot, every port, i, transmits a single packet to port (i+2)%N, and so on. Thus, each port cyclically transmits a single packet to each of the N ports. We define a cycle in the test as a sequence of N slots. The mesh test can be configured in one of two modes: (a) every port cyclically transmits to each of the other ports, excluding itself, or (b) every port transmits to each of the N ports, including itself. Although the typical case is mode (a), for simplicity of presentation we assume mode (b). However, with minor adjustments our analysis may be applied to mode (a). Note that when analyzing the full mesh test we are not interested in quality of service issues, i.e., in our context all packets have the same priority. We define the queueing state Q[k] at the end of time slot k, as the N-tuple , specifying the number of packets in each of the N queues, corresponding to the N ports in the DUT. We denote Qc the queueing state at the end of cycle c. We consider a queue i as nonempty at time k if qi>0 at Q[k]. The memory size M of the DUT is defined as the number of packets that can be stored in its internal memory. This definition is valid in our analysis since packets in the mesh test have constant length. In our theoretical analysis, we assume for simplicity that a discrete number of packets is stored in the internal memory at any given time (we avoid this 3 Notice that in our system there are several clock oscillators, implying different transmission rates at different devices. Thus, the term “time slot” as well as the upcoming term “cycle” should be defined with respect to a specific clock. This issue is address in Section II.B.



3 assumption in our simulations). Finally, we define the forwarding rate in our analysis, as the percentage of packets sent by the tester that are successfully transmitted by the DUT. Clearly, the sum of the forwarding rate and the packet loss rate is always 100%. B. Clock Synchronization The tester in our system is typically a device with several interface cards, each using an independent clock oscillator. Thus, the traffic rate generated by each module of the tester is slightly different, causing the ports at each module to transmit at a slightly different transmission rate. We assume that the DUT is a single switching device, and is thus driven by a single oscillator. We define the port offset of the tester as a mapping that defines the destination that each of the ports transmits to at a given time. More precisely, for ports 0,1,…,N-1, we define the port offset Oc at the end of a cycle c to be Oc=, meaning that port 0 transmits to a destination port d0, port 1 transmits to d1, and so on. Notice that following our definition of the mesh test in Section IIA, the offset at the beginning of the mesh test is O0=. Since each of the tester ports transmits at a slightly different rate, the port offset changes throughout the test. We slightly refine the definitions time slot and cycle, to refer to the transmission rate of port 0 of the tester. Thus, our definition for cycle implies that at the beginning of every cycle port 0 starts transmitting to port 1, i.e., for every cycle c Oc=. Notice that the Synchronized Blitz is defined by the offset OSB=. In our analysis we are interested in how the offset changes throughout the test, and its effect on the forwarding rate of the DUT. We will analyze the forwarding rate at different times throughout the test. Each time we will measure the forwarding rate by observing a single cycle of the test. We claim that analyzing a single cycle during a mesh test is much like taking a snapshot of the state of the DUT. More precisely, during a single cycle the offset change is negligible, i.e., for every cycle c we have Oc≈Oc+1. This assumption is phrased in the following observation. Observation 1. If N


clock



The state of the system at any given time during the mesh test is characterized in our model by the queueing state and the port offset. The memory utilization and the forwarding rate are a function of the state of the system, and are thus a function of these two properties. Both the queueing state and the port offset change throughout the test. A typical test is initialized with a queueing state Q0=, and an offset O0=. We call (O0,Q0) the initial state of the test. Notice that at a given state (O,Q) during the test, the offset O represents the state of the tester, while Q represents the current state in the DUT, affected by the entire history of the offset up to this point in the test.



As mentioned above, our analysis of the forwarding rate is performed by taking a snapshot of the test, and analyzing the performance at the specific state during the snapshot. Thus, at each time we are interested in a specific state, (O,Q). Rather than analyzing an entire test, T, that starts at (O0,Q0) and at some point reaches the state (O,Q), we can consider an equivalent test, denoted T’=(O,Q), that is initiated with the queueing state Q, and is performed with a fixed offset, O. Recall, by Observation 1, that since we analyze the performance in T’ for a short duration, it is fair to assume that the offset is constant during the test. Thus, we can use a short duration of the equivalent test in order to analyze the performance at (O,Q), without having to analyze the entire history of T. Note that Q in fact reflects the history of the test T, and how it affects the current memory utilization. We say that Q is the initial queueing state of T’, and that T’ is a fixed-offset-test. As mentioned above, the typical tester has several modules, with multiple ports in each module, and with each module typically driven by an independent clock. We expect the performance behavior of a mesh test to be affected by the number of ports per module. However, as we shall show in the next section, we are in fact interested in the performance at a specific offset, OSB. Notice that any offset obtained in a system where the tester has n ports per module, can also be obtained in a system with one port per module, and thus we analyze the more general case, where each port of the tester is driven by a different clock. III. MEMORY UTILIZATION In this section we present an upper bound on the memory utilization during the test. We shall show a simple formula for the amount of memory consumed in the Synchronized Blitz scenario, and show that the Synchronized Blitz consumes more memory than any other scenario in our setting. We note that if the average transmission rate of the tester is greater than the transmission rate of the DUT, then the incoming rate of the DUT is greater than its outgoing rate, causing the excess traffic to aggregate in the internal memory. Thus, the memory utilization is unbounded in this case. Strictly for the sake of the memory utilization analysis, we assume that the average transmission rate of the tester ports is not higher than the transmission rate of the DUT. The effect of the tester speedup on the forwarding rate of the DUT is discussed in Section IV. At the initial offset of a test all ports are time synchronized, at an offset O0=. Thus, each port of the DUT transmits precisely one packet in each time slot, and at the end of each slot each queue contains one packet. Hence, at the end of every time slot the memory utilization is N packets. Since the offset changes throughout the run, when the offset is different than O0 we have some queues more congested than others, causing the memory utilization to increase.



4 We call the first cycle of a fixed-offset-test the transient cycle. In the following lemma, we claim that in the fixed-offset-test the transient cycle determines the memory utilization, and that the memory utilization remains a constant after the first cycle. Lemma 1. Let T be a fixed-offset-test with an initial queueing state Q0, and a constant offset O. Then M[j]=M[k] for all j,k≥N. Recall the Synchronized Blitz offset, where OSB=. Assuming an initial queueing state Q0=, after the first time slot we obtain Q[1]=. After the second round, in which all ports transmit to port 2, we obtain Q[2]=. Thus, after a complete cycle of N slots, the queue depths are given by Q[N]=. Thus, the memory utilization at the end of the first cycle at the Synchronized Blitz is an arithmetic series, whose sum is given in Equation (2). By Lemma 1, the memory utilization remains at the same level at any time after the end of the first cycle. Observation 2. The memory utilization at the Synchronized Blitz is given by: ΜSB = Ν·(Ν+1)/2



(2)



In the following theorem we claim that the Synchronized Blitz is indeed the worst case in terms of memory utilization, i.e., that no other mesh test consumes more memory. Theorem 1. Let T and TSB be fixed-offset-mesh-tests, such that T=(O,Q0), TSB=(OSB,Q0), and Q0=. Then MSB≥MT. IV. FORWARDING RATE A. Lower Bound Computation In the previous section we analyzed the amount of memory utilized at a given port offset. However, it is typically more interesting to perform a test on a DUT with a fixed memory size, and analyze its forwarding rate given this memory size. As opposed to the infinite case, in this case we expect to have packet loss due to tail-dropping, and analyze the forwarding rate considering this packet loss. In this section we present a simple computation of a lower bound on the forwarding rate of a device in a mesh test given its memory size. Simulation results are presented in the next section. As shown in the previous section, the offset OSB produces the highest possible memory utilization. We now observe that the forwarding rate of a DUT with a memory MSB is 100% at the Synchronized Blitz offset, OSB. Clearly, it follows that a 100% forwarding rate is attained at any offset for MSB. Note that we neglect any drop in the forwarding rate that may result from the tester transmitting at a higher average speed than the DUT. This effect of the tester speedup is further discussed in Section IV.B. Observation 3. The forwarding rate of a DUT with a memory MSB at an offset OSB is 100%.



Notice that by Observation 3, a DUT with a memory size MSB (Equation 2) allows a forwarding rate of 100% for the Synchronized Blitz, and thus allows a forwarding rate of 100% for any full mesh test. An interesting note is that the forwarding rate is not affected by the initial queueing state, except for a short transient period. We shall demonstrate these observations in the simulations shown in Section B. Another important observation about the forwarding rate in our setting is the following: Observation 4. The average forwarding rate of a DUT is equal to the average number of nonempty queues per time slot. Intuitively, in each time slot, the ports whose queues are empty are idle, while other ports transmit traffic. Thus, the percentage of nonempty queues is precisely the percentage of packets transmitted by the switch, while the rest of the packets are tail-dropped. While Observation 3 refers to the forwarding rate at OSB given MSB, it is more interesting to analyze the forwarding rates of devices with a memory size M. The test is performed for two different DUTs, one with a memory MSB, and the other with M’=MSB/4. A schematic illustration of the queueing state of the DUT at the end of the first cycle for each of these two tests is shown in Figure 2. It is interesting to note that the total memory utilization in a DUT is the sum of the queue depths, and is thus given by the area of the triangle formed by the markers. Consider a DUT with a memory size M (measured in packets). Denote F the forwarding rate at OSB given the memory M. Note that 0≤F≤1. Following Observation 4, the forwarding rate is given by the number of nonempty queues, and thus we expect the average number of nonempty queues to be F·N. Assuming that the forwarding rate is constant throughout the cycle, we expect that at each time slot the number of packets successfully queued to be F·N4, while the rest are taildropped. Equation (2) shows the memory M as the sum of the depths of the nonempty queues at the end of a cycle. Thus, M is the sum of an arithmetic series: M=



F ⋅ N(F ⋅ N + 1) 2



Isolating F requires a simple quadratic formula, whose only positive solution, FQ, is given in Equation (3) below. Observe that Theorem 1 implies that the forwarding rate of a DUT in a 4 We slightly abuse the notation, since our model assumes that the queue depth is a natural number, and F·N is not necessarily natural. The discretization error that follows is negligible for N>>1.



5 full mesh test is bounded from below by the forwarding rate at the Synchronized Blitz. Thus, since FQ is the forwarding rate at the Synchronized Blitz, we obtain the following observation. Observation 5. For M


−1+ 1+ 8⋅M 2⋅N



(3)



Thus, FQ is a lower bound on the forwarding rate for M>1, we obtain a simpler variant: FS =



M M SB



(4)



Figure 2. Illustration of Observation 5 – the Queueing State at the Synchronized Blitz for two DUTs, one with a memory MSB, and the other with a memory M’


It is interesting to note that the result in Equation (4) can be intuitively observed from Figure 2. The figure shows two similar triangles. The similarity is a result of the similar slope for the two curves: since it is reasonable to assume that the number of packets queued in each time slot in the Synchronized Blitz is constant, and since in each time slot one packet is dequeued from each queue, we have a similar slope for both triangles. Now, by Observation 4 the forwarding rate given M is the percentage of nonempty queues. Thus, we have that the forwarding rate is precisely the proportion between the sides of the two triangles. Since the proportion between the areas of the triangles is given by M/MSB, we obtain that the proportion between the sides, which is precisely the forwarding rate, is the square root of M/MSB.



The first aspect is the packet loss caused by the difference in transmission rates. When the rate of traffic transmitted by the tester is higher than the transmission rate of the DUT, the memory in the DUT is fully utilized, causing the excess traffic be tail-dropped. Since the clock tolerance in our system is ±ε, the maximal possible speedup of the tester is reached when the clock frequency at all the ports of the tester is 2·ε ppm above the clock frequency of the DUT. In this case the packet loss rate due to the speedup of the tester is 2·ε/1,000,000. For example, for Gigabit Ethernet, with ε=100 ppm, we may have up to .02% packet loss due to the tester’s speedup. In our analysis of the forwarding rate, in Observation 3 and Observation 5, we neglected the packet loss due to this effect. The second aspect of the tester speedup is its effect on the queueing state of the DUT, potentially affecting the forwarding rate as well. Recall that by Theorem 1, the memory consumed by each queue does not exceed N packets in a system without tester speedup. However, when the tester transmits at a higher rate than the DUT, packets are aggregated in the internal memory of the DUT, and in particular the memory utilization by a single queue may exceed N packets, leaving less memory resources for the other queues. Observe that in this case, the total memory utilization in the DUT exceeds MSB (see Equation 2), and we expect a significant drop in performance for a DUT with M≤MSB. In order to avoid the speedup effect on the queueing state, we maintain the fairness between the queues by applying a peroutput-queue limit on the memory resource utilization. More precisely, we define the resource limit so that no queue is allowed to consume more memory than it would in a Synchronized Blitz scenario without tester speedup, and any packet that exceeds this threshold is dropped. The maximal queue depth in the Synchronized Blitz is F·N, as shown in Figure 2. From Equation (3) we obtain: q max = F ⋅ N =



−1+ 1+ 8 ⋅ M 2



Thus, for N>>1: q max = 2 ⋅ M



(5)



By limiting the memory resources consumed by each port to qmax from Equation (5), we guarantee that no queue will exceed this threshold in a mesh test without tester speedup. On the other hand, we avoid the speedup effect on the queueing state, as we shall see in the next section. V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS



B. Tester Speedup



In this section we present simulation results, and compare them to the theoretical results based on previous sections.



Recall that when we discussed the memory utilization in the Synchronized Blitz (Section III), we assumed that the tester does not have speedup. We now discuss the effect of the tester speedup on the forwarding rate. The effect of the tester speedup has two aspects.



The simulation was performed in the OPNet environment, where the behavior of each node was defined by custom Ccode. Our simulated system consists of a DUT with 8 ports, each operating at 1 Gbps. A tester continuously generates and transmits Ethernet packets of equal size, 1.5 KB. We take a
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threshold is dropped. The port offset for our first two simulations is fixed at OSB, while on the third test we simulate a full mesh test where the offset starts at O0, and changes throughout the run according to the differences in port speed. In our first experiment, we compare FQ and FS to the simulated forwarding rate. Simulation results are shown in Figure 3. The tester offset is fixed at OSB, and we run multiple simulation tests with various memory sizes. Figure 3. shows the simulated forwarding rate for various memory sizes, compared to the FQ and FS computed values, shown in the previous section. The memory size is measured in packets. Since N=8 in the simulated system, by Equation (2) we have MSB=36 packets. The simulation indeed shows that a forwarding rate of 100% is attained when the memory size is MSB=36 packets. Observe that as expected, the computation for FQ is closer to the simulated value than the approximate value, FS. Also notice that although we assumed N>>1 for both FQ and FS, these computations provide a fairly close approximation even for a DUT with 8 ports. 120



the beginning of the test, for O0, and as the offset changes we see fluctuations in the forwarding rate. 120
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stringent assumption that time is not discrete, and that the memory utilization is a not necessarily a discrete number of packet lengths. Each of the tester ports in our simulation model is driven by a random frequency within the ±100 ppm tolerance of the Gigabit Ethernet clock. In particular, it is possible for the tester to transmit at a higher rate than that of the DUT. Thus, we use the per-output-queue tail-drop threshold from Equation (5), i.e., each queue is restricted to q max = 2 ⋅ M packet lengths, and any packet that exceeds this
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Simulated Mesh Test



The last simulation is perhaps the most interesting one, since it demonstrates the fluctuations of the forwarding rate during a typical test, and shows that within a test of just a few seconds the local minima are just slightly above our lower bound. VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK In this paper we analyzed the effect of hardware clock tolerance on the performance of networking devices. We focused our analysis and results on the standard mesh test benchmark for a single device, but similar analysis may be applied to more complicated networking systems. It would be interesting to extend the results discussed in this paper to more complex systems, and to other traffic patterns.
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Forwarding Rate vs. Memory Size



In our final experiment we simulate a full mesh test, and compare the forwarding rate throughout the test with the FS lower bound. We start the simulation at offset O0=, and the offset changes throughout the test, as a function of the port rates of the tester. The DUT memory size in this simulation is fixed at MSB/3=12 packets, for which FQ=55.31% (see Figure 3. ). Ten seconds of the mesh test were simulated, and the forwarding rate was measured every 100 ms of the simulation. The results are illustrated in Figure 4. It is interesting to notice that the forwarding rate is 100% at
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